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Hyperbole has some practical value. It can be
used to blow inattentive or intransigent people out
of their armchairs and into the streets. Fair
enough; I often use it that way myself. But when it
comes to Peak Oil and climate change, too many
writers overdo it. So for example I admire Howard
Kunstler for his forecast of the radical shifts that
Peak Oil will bring to the suburban way of life. I
don’t admire the glee with which he preaches the
bad news. Rather than goad me into action, his
patronizing, guilt-inducing attitude shuts me off.

Which is why I appreciate
by Rob Hopkins (Chelsea Green, 224

pages) so much. It is one of the more level-headed yet inspira-
tional presentations of Peak Oil and climate change I have read
so far.

Hopkins divides the book into two parts. The first half does a
wonderful job of distilling and critiquing Kunstler and other
thinkers like George Monbiot and Richard Heinberg, and
identifying their points of agreement and disagreement.
“Peakists” often give short shrift to climate change, he notes.
Climate change activists are just as myopic when they celebrate
Peak Oil as the solution to their“crisis of choice.” Both sides are
mistaken. The two issues cannot be addressed in isolation from
one another, but only together, particularly since many of the
more tempting“solutions” to Peak Oil (like nuclear energy and
biofuels) will worsen climate change.

While Hopkins gives complex thinkers like Thomas Homer-
Dixon only a cursory introduction, I can forgive him these sins
of omission. He is not writing the definitive tome on Peak Oil
and climate change but unpacking and interconnecting these
complex issues in a succinct and consumable manner. In fact, it’s
his courteous, calm delivery that makes his information so
alarming.

Having scared our pants off, however, he does not leave us to
stew in dread and guilt. Instead, he devotes the book’s second
half to stories, tools, and concepts to help us come together and
imagine a better future for our communities. As Hopkins
admits, the look of our world in the next few decades is about as
predictable as our increasingly chaotic weather. Since we can’t
prescribe the exact path that each community should take once
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oil is a luxury, it makes sense for communities to prepare to
respond to a whole range of unforeseen shifts.

He profiles the initiatives taken by a spectrum of “Transition
Towns” to disconnect their energy use and food supply from oil.
One of his most useful ideas is to mine insights from the world of
drug and alcohol addictions counselling to help us structure a
community’s withdrawal from oil addiction. One exercise gets
readers to explore their surroundings to find items whose produc-
tion does not involve oil.I have already drawn on some parts of his
analysis in presentations, proposals, and group consultations.

For all that, I must admit that the second part of the book is
generally weaker than the first. I got the sense that Hopkins,
given the urgency of the challenges before us, was in a rush to get
something into our hands ASAP. As a result, while the analysis in
the first half is systematic, the second half seems thrown together.

is strong on galvanizing community
consciousness and imagining a compelling futures. It is weak on
viable strategies for achieving these visions. In the foreword,
Richard Heinberg says the Transition Town approach resembles a
party more than a protest march. As much as I favour an uplifting
approach to community change, I think something more sober
(not sombre) is required.

Like transcending the focus on individual communities, for
example. While Hopkins recommends that transition efforts
across the globe link up with one another, his Transition Towns
do not appear to collaborate at a regional or national level. If they
are to survive or thrive, communities require regional approaches
to relocalizing their economies and societies. We can’t let the
appeal of very localized community-based food or energy distract
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us from regional approaches in which communities can pool their
capital more cost-effectively.

The same applies to the role in which Hopkins casts govern-
ment in the impending crisis. He rightly emphasizes that commu-
nities must start organizing and planning, and not wait for their
governments to make the first move. Even so, communities need to
conduct joint, protracted lobbying efforts to bring about the public
policies that will bolster local initiative still further.

Read from a community economic development perspective, the
book could do with a solid framework for thinking across social,
economic, and ecological systems, how they interrelate, and how
each is affected by Peak Oil. The words“poverty” and“organiza-
tional capacity” do not appear in the index. Notable in its absence is
also a detailed explanation of resilience: the ability of communities
and other systems to absorb change and still retain their basic
function and structure.

Hopkins considers resilience central to his concept of
Transition Towns, yet he never explores the term in depth. This
may be understandable. He may have decided that such analytical
tools as feedback loops, adaptive cycles, capacity thresholds, and
cross-scale linkages would overwhelm his readers.

They may well have, but for a guy who writes as clearly as
Hopkins does, it would have been worth trying. Overall, resiliency
offers a frame of reference that challenges our dominant economic
mindset that seeks to maximize short-term efficiency over long-
term sustainability. Resiliency is a new way of thinking, not just
speaking. We desperately need to learn it in order to deal with the
impending crises in energy and climate. For an excellent, accessible
translation of this new language, try

, by Brian Walker et al,
(Island Press, 2006)

Despite these gaps – in fact, because of them – I believe that
is essential reading for people in the CED

field who are tackling the consequences of climate change and Peak
Oil. The book reminds us of how essentially conservative many of
us remain when imagining our collective futures, even in times like
these. We resist long-term planning and rarely think in terms of
socio-economic systems, never mind social-ecological ones. Our
understanding of economic drivers differs little from that of our
grandparents, though our world is infinitely more complex and
interconnected, and thus in many ways more vulnerable than
theirs. Our current addiction to oil is perhaps our greatest
vulnerability. The first step is admitting our addiction, then getting
down to the hard work of learning some new and far healthier
habits. So oil is just one of our bad habits, if the most serious. We
won’t shed it without replacing the others as well – with new
and healthier habits of collective thought and action.
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Résumé : Bon et épeurant

Tant les faiblesses que les forces de

[Le guide de transition : de la

dépendance au pétrole à la résilience locale] en font une bonne

lecture pour les praticiens et praticiennes de DÉC et de l’économie

sociale.

Rob Hopkins divise son livre en deux parties. Il commence par

fournir un sommaire critique des travaux de d’autres analystes par

rapport au pic pétrolier et aux changements climatiques.

Contrairement à bien d’autres, Hopkins explique l’interconnexion de

ces deux menaces calmement et clairement, sans hyperbole joyeux.

Il veut amener les gens dans l’action et non les paralyser par la

peur ou la culpabilité. La deuxième partie de son livre est vouée à

des histoires, des outils et des concepts pour aider les

communautés à se rassembler et à se préparer pour les

changements dramatiques.

Le livre est fort dans la galvanisation de la conscience

communautaire et pour imaginer de futurs attrayants. Il est faible

dans les stratégies viables pour réaliser ces visions. Hopkins cible

les communautés individuelles, tels que les Villages de transition qui

ont des stratégies créatives pour concentrer l’économie et la société

qu’il célèbre. Il aurait été plus sage s’il avait expliqué des techniques

de collaboration régionale et comment le concept de résilience relie

les questions sociales, économiques et écologiques. Nous devons

apprendre de telles habitudes de pensée et d’action collective,

systématique et à long terme si nous souhaitons changer la

dépendance que nous avons au pétrole.
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